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Dyslexia primarily affects the visual skills
involved in reading and spelling; word
movement or distortion is often a key
problem. Words can swirl, reverse, bleach
out or shimmer on the page, causing
eyestrain, headaches, migraine, fatigue and
poor depth perception. This exacerbates
reading, writing and comprehension
difficulties and often lowers a child’s selfesteem. The eye develops critical brain
connections in the first eight years of life.
Research shows that 80% of all learning
is obtained through the eyes during this
formative period. Sometimes children with
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Scotch Street Centre Dungannon,
Co. Tyrone, BT70 1AR
t. 028 8772 2379
e. icare@mccrystalopticians.com
www.mccrystalopticians.com

Mid Ulster's ONLY Specialist
in Visual Dyslexia & ASD
Specialist Services:
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Schoolvision
ChromaGen
Intuitive Colorimeter
Orthoscopics
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Solutions

Better School Performance
Improved Reading Speed & Concentration
Increased Self Esteem & Confidence
Reduction of Headaches/Migranes

Change your

Child’s

Future…

